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T he National Association of Cost Accountants does not sta nd sponsor for views expressed
by the writers of a rticles issued a s Pu blica tions.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. The articles will cove r a wide
ra nge of subjects and present many different
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EDIT ORIAL DE PAR T M EN T NOT E
T he publication this time deals with a subject which
is always interesting to all industrial accountants, no
ma tter whether they a re opera ting a system of standa rd
costs or contemplating the installation of such a system.
T his is also the first publication of the Association to
deal with this particular industry, and. in fact, the litera tu re published in this field to date has been of very
little consequence. One of the salient features of this
paper is the explanation of the installation of a system
of standard costs without all of the analyses that a re
commonly su pposed to precede the insta llation of such a
system. Ra ther, the au thor and his staff, feeling the
need of such a plan, work ed out the necessary details
and su cceeded in presenting their idea s to the ma na gement
in such a way that constantly increasing use of their
system is being ma de. Any indu stria l a ccou ntant will do
well to take a leaf from the book of experience as set
down by the au thor of this paper, especially in dealing
with a ma na gement tha t fails to u ndersta nd the benefits
of a standa rd cost plan.
Mr. G. A. Rothra uff, the au thor of this paper, is
a n a ti ve of the st a te of Pennsylva nia , a nd ha s been very
decidely a product of the school of experience. H e
started to wo r k a t t h e a g e o f fou r tee n for the We sti nghouse Electric and Ma nu fa cturing Company in the Ac counting Depa rtment, and following several years' service with this organization, he went with the Firestone
T i r e and Ru bber Company in 1921 as a special cost
investiga tor on the general auditor's staff. His experience wit h Fi restone wa s br ief, a nd fo r two ye a rs following 1922, lie was enga ged a s a personal accountant to a
Clevela nd capitalist. He went with his presen t employer,
the Macbeth Eva ns Glass Company, in 1924, and now
holds the position of a u ditor of tha t orga niza tion. He i s
Vice - President of our Pittsbu rgh Chapter a nd a member
of the faculty of the Pittsburgh School of Accountancy.
This pa per wa s delivered before the Pittsbu rgh Cha pter.
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STANDARD COSTS IN THE ILLUMINATING
AND INDUSTRIAL GLASS INDUSTRY
manufacture of glass is one of the most ancient arts and
T HE
the origin of its discovery is lost in the many missing pages of
history. Pliny, the Roman historian and naturalist, records a tale
about some Phoenician traders who landed approximately 5,000
years ago and proceeded to make camp on the sandy shores of the
river Belus, at the foot of Mt. Carmel in Palestine. Being unable
to find stones large enough upon which to rest their cooking pots
they made use of some natron blocks (a native form of carbonate
of soda) which formed a part of their cargo. To their great wonderment and surprise they discovered that their fire, melting the
edges of the block of natron had fused it with the sand of the
shore forming a hard transparent substance that resembled glass.
Modern science points out however that while the open fire of the
Phoenicians might have formed a substance possessing the appearance of glass it would by no means possess the permanence
of glass as we know it. We do know that the manufacture of glass
was carried on in Egypt during the Eighteenth Dynasty (about
z Soo B. C.) so there is probably some truth to the story related by
Pliny.
During all these 3,000 or more years that the art has been known
nations have vied with each other in finding new uses for glass.
The product of each artisan however was more or less individual;
there was no competition and cost accountants were unknown. Today, with large volume and varied production, there is a different
story to tell. Our company alone manufactures about 15 different
kinds of glass, which is fabricated into some 2,000 to 3,00o different shapes and sizes. Certain lines are decorated in various styles
and colors which serves to increase the diversity of the product,
most of which is manufactured under highly competitive conditions. Keen competition however did not enter the industry until
comparatively recent years so that the glass industry as a whole
has been somewhat slow in applying modern cost finding methods
but like a great many other industries the struggle to utilize the
surplus capacities left by the World War has resulted in a much
closer market and has created a new and more intense interest in
costs. Budgetary control and standard costs accordingly are find 553
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ing their place in the industry and are proving a great aid in controlling production and piloting management in the economical
conduct of the business.
DEPARTMENTALIZATION
The departmentalization of a glass factory engaged in the manufacture of illuminating and industrial shapes is not unlike that of
many other industries. The Expense Departments usually consist
of, Boiler House, Power House, Laboratory, Engineering, Production Planning, Payroll, Employment, Watchmen, Gas Producer,
and General Manufacturing Administrative. The Semi- Productive or Service Departments are represented by a Foundry and
Machine Shop for making and repairing the iron moulds used in
the Blowing Rooms, a Pot Factory for the manufacture of the
many clay shapes used in the melting units and an Electric Shop,
Pipe Shop and Maintenance and Construction Department for
general maintenance, repairs and new construction work. Productive Departments consist of a Mixing Room, Melting Department, Blowing and Pressing Departments, Lehring, Finishing,
Decorating and Polishing Departments.
OVERHEAD STANDARDS
Expense Departments
The Expense Department group covers expenses of a more or
less fixed nature yet controllable to some extent. Budgets are set
for each of these departments covering the total expense of operating the department. This includes Indirect Labor— Salaries,
Fuel and Power, Supplies, Repairs and Maintenance, Distributed
Charges, and Depreciation, Taxes and Insurance. The budgeted
figures for the expense group, however, do not enter into the standard cost plan as actual expense is distributed to the departments
sharing in the service supplied by this group. This is done for the
very good reason that if, say, the Boiler House or Payroll Office
expense gets out of line it is not only shown up on the direct comparison but every department head who gets a share of the expense
will howl about the budget being exceeded. Exhibit No. I covers
the Budget as set up for the Power House Expense showing a total
expense budget of $4,207.74 per month. In setting the budgets
for all other departments this budgeted amount was referred to in
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order to predetermine the amount to be provided in the departmental budgets to cover their share of this expense. The actual
monthly expense however is distributed so that any variance is
shown up on the budget sheets of the departments sharing in this
expense. The comparison of "Cost per K W H" is shown only
for the benefit of the head of the Power Department. Similar
sheets are made up for each of the Expense Departments and referred monthly to the department heads.

Service Departments
Individual job cost systems are used in the semi - productive or
service departments and the total charges go to the Repair and
Maintenance Accounts of the other departments or to special accounts covering appropriations for new construction work. The
overheads in these departments are budgeted and standards are
set against the productive unit of the department. Exhibit No. 2
covers the Overhead Budget for the Machine Shop where the
standard overhead rate has been set at 31¢ per productive hour.
Here we are analyzing the variance as between expense variance
and volume variance in order to give a little clearer picture of the
causes for variance. The January expense variance shows a saving of $44.52 which is the difference between budgeted overhead
Of $2,945.00 and actual overhead of $2,9oo.48, while the volume
variance shows a gain of $398.20 which is the difference between
the budgeted production at standard (9,5oo hours @ 31¢ per hour)
and the actual production at standard (10,784/ hours @ 310 per
hour). The suin of or the difference between the two variances
gives the net variance for the month. This method of showing
variances tells just a little more than if only the net variance were
shown and is most valuable when production is falling off. In
March for instance, the volume variance tells us that the Machine
Shop could have increased expenses over the budget by $ 2 47.23
and still have kept within the standard rate per productive hour,
while the expense variance shows that expenses were increased
only $216.69 and the net difference shows a saving of $30.54• In
the case of falling production the volume variance would be red,
indicating the amount by which expenses should have decreased,
while the expense variance ought to show green.
The direct labor of the service departments becomes overhead
555
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when it is billed to the departments being charged for the service.
Some standard cost enthusiasts recommend that standards be set
for all direct labor operations in the service departments and that
direct labor variances be picked out as they are in the productive
departments. This might be feasible on some of the larger construction projects but since most of the service rendered by this
group is highly diversified, one day's "production" demand never
being the same as another, I believe the expense of setting
standards in addition to estimates would be prohibitive. Careful
estimates are made on all new construction projects before the appropriation is requested and actuals are conscientiously checked
against these estimates. For the remainder of the maintenance
and general repair work performed by these departments we expect the head of the department that is being charged with the work
to set the "standards ", and believe me they do. Work requisitions
are made out in duplicate for all repair and maintenance work and
as soon as the job is completed the duplicate copy is priced and returned to the requisitioning foreman. If he is properly interested
in his own budget he certainly will not accept a charge that is excessive, so with every foreman watching his repair and maintenance budget and by checking the cost of new construction work
against the estimates, we have a crude sort of measuring stick to
control the total expense of the service group.
Productive Departments
Overhead budgets are set and standards are expressed in the
productive departments on the unit of production for the department. The product of the mixing room is mixed "batch" so their
standard is expresesd as a rate per pound of batch delivered to the
melting units. Some of the special glasses require as high as 15
ingredients while the more common glasses require only q or 5.
Again some glasses are mixed in great volume as against very
small volume on others so that a flat rate per pound applying to all
glasses would not be equitable. Accordingly after the budget for
expense and production has been set, differentials arrived at by
studies, are applied to burden the more difficult glasses.
Two types of melting units are used, the continuous tank and the
bottle - shaped pot furnace. When production requires more than
one ton per day on any one kind of glass, continuous tanks usually
556
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are employed. These tanks are arranged so that cold batch is
charged in the melting end while molten glass is withdrawn from
the working end, through portholes, in a continuous flow ranging
from t to 35 tons per day depending on the capacity of the tank.
The cost of melting in these units is equitably absorbed in cost on
the basis of the weight of molten glass gathered from the portholes.
Budgets and standards therefore are set up and expressed as a rate
per pound of molten glass delivered and by studying each tank
separately a standard is arrived at for each kind of glass.
The pot melting is very similar to the pot method used in foundries for melting small quantities. Batch is charged in individual
pots of approximately 2,000 lbs. capacity and after a melting and
conditioning period of from 30 to 5o hours the pot is opened and
worked. Heat is applied all through the working time and we
have found that the total hours of heat application is the most satisfactory method of applying this expense. To simplify this application standard ratios are set for each article manufactured, to
express the relation of hours of heat application to working or
shop hours, then the budget and standard for the department is set
and expressed as a rate per shop hour.
To illustrate this suppose you have two pots side by side that
take the same melting and conditioning time and hold the same
tonage of glass. From one, a small light weight article is being
made and it takes 2 0 hours to empty the pot while from the other
a large heavy article is manufactured and the pot is emptied in 4
hours. Heat, therefore, is being applied to the one spot for 16
hours longer than the other and these ratios are intended to account for this difference in cost.
The blowing department in the illuminating and industrial glass
industry covers three distinct types of operation. First, the hand
and semi automatic blowing shops manufacturing large blown ware
such as enclosing globes, reflectors, bowls, canteen globes and
cylinders for the visible gasoline pumps, second, the pressing shops
manufacturing flat articles such as automobile lens, railroad, marine
and traffic signal lens, gauge glasses, meter covers and ash trays,
and third, the full automatic shops where, when volume warrants
it, small articles such as tumblers, lantern globes, sponge cups,
vases and coasters are made. Overhead in these departments is
expressed as a rate per shop hour but separate budgets and stand 557
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ards are required as there are great differences in the volume and
character of expense.
The next in line of production is the lehring or annealing departments. During the process of manufacturing the various glass
shapes, certain internal strains are set up which must be removed
else the article would collapse or explode after cooling. Lehring
removes these strains by slowly reheating and cooling. No labor
is required except that of removing from the lehrs as the shop
manufacturing the article is required to put the ware into the lehr.
This entire expense is considered as overhead, therefore, and is
budgeted and expressed at present as a rate per shop hour. A
plan of applying this expense on the space occupied by the article in
the lehr has been worked out recently by another company, however.
This plan has been approved by the Cost Committee of the Illuminating Glassware Guild and will shortly be adopted by all of the
Guild members.
As the ware is being made and put into the lehrs it is too hot for
any but the crudest of inspection. Naturally the blower, presser
or machine operator will not allow bad ware to go to the lehrs but
at this point he is unable to see many of the defects that are uncovered when the ware passes through the finishing department.
Then, too, all blown ware is made with an extention neck or head,
and some items are made two and three pieces to a mold which
necessitates cutting. Most ware that is cut must also be ground
and a great deal of the industrial glassware is drilled and polished.
The finishing departments therefore function in inspecting, cutting, grinding, washing, drilling and packing the ware. Overhead
budgets are set in these departments and the standard is expressed
as a percentage of direct labor.
The decorating department is subdivided into seven production
centers and ware may go through only one or all seven of these
centers depending on the character of the decoration. Overhead
budgets and standards in these centers are set and expressed as a
relationship to direct labor.
Overhead variances from all departments are accumulated in a
central account and analyzed by departments as to expense and
volume variance as explained on Exhibit No. 2.
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DIRECT MATERIALS

Direct Materials consist of Batch Materials, Paper Packages
and occasionally a few Fixtures. Price variance is written off
when the material is delivered from stores to work in process.
Very little usage variance occurs in our packing materials but to take
care of the occasional package that is damaged or destroyed, we add
a small percentage to the standard. Batch material usage variance
however can amount to a very great deal. Standard maximum
and minimum finished weights are established for every article and
the operators are urged to blow or press as close to the minimum
as possible. In blowing an article like a large enclosing globe, the
mold shapes and holds to size only the outside surface of the globe
so that the wall thickness could be made to almost any dimension.
Since we do not sell glassware by weight great economies can be
effected by keeping all ware down to its minimum weight and we
therefore watch this variance very closely. An average of the
maximum and minimum standard weights is used in building up
the standard cost and the production is extended monthly at these
standards, which, compared with the actual consumption of batch
material gives us our usage variance. When you consider that we
ship over two million pounds of glass monthly and that almost all
of our product could be blown 1 0 to 20°76 over weight without affecting its quality, you will see readily that, at from /¢ to 2 / ¢
per pound, this item is well worth watching.
DIRECT LABOR
Due to the very nature of the material with which we work,
losses in production are much heavier than in any other industry.
Seedy, Gordy, or stony glass cannot be detected as the ware is being
blown or pressed. Mold marks, uneven ware, overweight or underweight ware, ware that is scratched or unevenly tempered in
the lehr, all are rejected when the selection operation is reached in
the finishing room. The ware is also subject to breakage all the
way through the finishing and decorating operations. Losses in
production range from 3% to 6o% depending on the character of
ware that is being made. In other words the blower or presser
(night put loo pieces in the lehr to -day and 97 would be packed.
To- morrow on another article he might put loo pieces in the lehr
out of which only 4 0 would be packed. These losses are not al559
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together inefficiencies in production but rather are considered as a
legitimate manufacturing expense. Most industries can set labor
standards by operation and can write off variances as the operations
progress. Overhead material and labor can be charged to work in
process at standard and when losses occur they can be picked out
by means of defective work reports. In this way a perpetual work
in process inventory is obtained because everything goes in at
standard, losses are picked out and production is priced at standard.
Not so in the glass industry, as all labor standards must be set on
the number of pieces good. Accordingly in building up our
standard direct labor cost, we must determine the number of pieces
good per hour to be expected on each and every ware number. We
also must set a standard for the percentage of loss to be expected
in order to determine the amount of batch and molten glass requirements for each piece sent to the warehouse, and the variation
from these standards constitute the production efficiency variance.
The melting department might meet its standard by delivering
molten glass at the standard rate but if the production losses are
excessive a portion of this melting cost is lost. Let me illustrate —
Suppose an article weighed two pounds gross and one and one -half
pounds net and the standard for production loss was 25 9o'. For
every too one and one -half pound pieces going to the warehouse
the melting department would be expected to furnish ioo pieces
two pound gross weight; 200 pounds plus 2590' or 250 pounds.
Now if the actual production loss is 5 0 % instead of 2 5 % the melting department would have to furish 300 pounds instead of 250
pounds and although the 300 pounds were melted at the standard
rate the cost of mixing and melting the additional 5o pounds is a
loss.
Likewise if the lehring and finishing departments are required
to handle a greater percentage of defective ware it affects their
labor and overhead standards. This variance is what we term
"Production Efficiency Variance" and is procured by pricing production at standard and comparing with total actual expense after
overhead variance, direct material price and usage variance and
variance in work in process inventories are eliminated. A daily
control of this production efficiency variance is obtained by the
use of the Turn Slip shown on Exhibit No. 3. This slip is made
out when the blower starts on the ware and it follows the ware
560
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through all operations to the warehouse. Losses are posted in detail as they occur and this analysis is available when the final number of good pieces is determined and compared with the standard.
A cumulative record on each ware number then is posted from the
turn slips and production efficiencies are summarized daily, weekly
and monthly by some 6o different sales groupings to show the relative efficiency in the production of each line and by foremen to determine their individual efficiency on which a portion of the foremen's bonus plan is based.
Total Manufacturing expenses therefore are analyzed as between
Overhead Variance
Direct Material Price Variance
Direct Material Usage Variance
Production Efficiency Variance
Production is priced and charged to finished goods at standard
while the variances are picked out of work in process and accumulated in their respective accounts to be added or deducted on
the operating statement after gross manufacturing profit at standard is shown.
Finished goods inventories are carried and sales are priced at
standard cost. Sales and cost of sales are analyzed in approximately 6o different lines for comparison of the gross profit margin.
This allows us to make up our operating statement to show first
the performance of the sales department in the ratio of sales revenue they have secured over the standard cost. Second, the performance of the purchasing department in the amount of price variance added or deducted on the statement, and third, the performance of the manufacturing departments as evidenced by the overhead, material usage, and production efficiency variances.
Standards are also set on administrative, selling and advertising
expense, other income and expense and returns and allowances.
These standards are all expressed as percentages of sales but, like
a great many other manufacturers, we are coming to the realization
that our distribution costs must be given some study and a closer
application if we are to keep from being misled.
In an effort to keep inventories at a minimum, turnover standards are set on both raw materials and fiinished goods inventories,
and on the finished goods inventories these ratios are worked out
by the 6o different sales classes.
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To provide for the proper segregation of the variances, accounts
are assigned on the general ledger for production efficiency variance, material price and usage variance and overhead variance.
The general ledger account for overhead variance is the control on
the overhead ledger which consists of a series of sheets like Exhibits No. t and No. 2, but posted in detail to show the folio source
of the various charges. Since overhead at standard is charged to
work in process monthly, the control account carries only the variance which, along with the other variance accounts, is closed to
profit and loss.
It would make a very pretty picture if I could tell you that all
this was set scientifically, that sales were budgeted by item number, compared with inventories to determine the production schedule in detail and then applied to the standard cost, broken down, to
set the budgets for each department. Few industries can be analyzed so finely and I'm positive that we, at least, could not possibly forecast sales by individual articles. Sales had been analyzed
for some time back to about 6o different classes and we were able
to set up a sales budget on the total volume expected from each
class. Our business is all fairly staple and although some of it is
seasonal, the yearly volume is constant. This helped us in setting
our expense budgets and cost standards too, because we could bank
on the coming years productive activity being about the same as
the past year. Of course certain intended changes both in sales
policy and in manufacturing routine had to be reflected in our
figures, so that past averages were not followed just blindly. Overhead comparisons for an entire year were analyzed and any unusual or seemingly unnecessary expense was eliminated from the
average and the average then was shaded slightly on general suspicion.
Production and loss standards were set from the cumulative
production records which gave us a complete history of the production on every article. The fact that the reasons for losses were
shown in detail enabled us to pick out the bad performances and
eliminate them from our standards so that the standards provided
for normal manufacturing losses only.
Some criticism might be directed at the use of past performance
as a guide in setting standards. Some may say that standards
should be set scientifically and that past performance is likely to
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include inefficiencies that the standard should not provide for.
This, I think, can be watched successfully and since science really
is nothing more or less than cumulative experience, I rather think
that past performance is a mighty good support to hold to when
you are only a little tot just learning to walk in this standard cost
age.
In installing standard costs I would define the procedure in four
distinct stages. They are: I - Foundation ; 2—Presentation; 3—
Education ; 4—Interpretation; and they range in importance in
order in which I have mentioned them.
FOUNDATION
Before a hand can be turned in the application of standard costs,
the organization must first be prepared. It has been said aptly that
an organization is the lengthened shadow of the man at the top, so
if he is one of the type that imagines he doesn't need costs it is a
waste of time to even think about them until he has been converted.
There are many general things that can be picked out and presented
forcibly to get him started thinking. Certain preliminary work can
be undertaken that should prove its value as it goes along. Storeroom systems may have to be revamped, the account structure will
have to be rearranged and a detailed plant ledger should be built
up. On the other hand if you have all this and are simply swinging over to standard costs, the foundation should be laid just as
carefully. In an organization where the custom has been to compare costs of individual performances it usually happens that exceptional performances are held out to the light while the bad ones
are quickly forgotten. A foreman will brag for weeks about one
exceptionally good run all the while making dozens of bad ones
that no one hears much about. Standard costs will reverse this
situation and will bring poor performance out in the light for
closer scrutiny and a foreman won't feel much like bragging about
that wonderful run last week when he is in on the carpet to account
for the bad ones to -day. Again instead of the executives opinion
of efficiency being formed by these reports of individual good or
bad performances standard costs, by monthly summaries will give
them a true picture of the departments' entire activity.
Accordingly, in either event, there is a great deal of missionary
work to be done in laying the foundation for standard costs and
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the accountant at this time should endeavor to build up, to a high
degree, the organization's faith and confidence in the accounting
department. To my mind this is more important than absolute
accuracy because figures can be changed much more easily than
the mental attitude of the man whose fur has been rubbed the
wrong way.
PRESENTATION
After the foundation has been properly laid and the structure
built, the next important step is the manner of its presentation.
It seldom happens that the executives are accountants and all your
work can easily be lost at this point if you attempt to overcrowd
them in presenting the plan. At our plant after we had spent
months in working up the budget and setting standards we actually spent another three weeks in stewing about for the best method
of presenting them. It was obvious to us that with some 4o different departments it would be foolish to go to our Chief Executive
with a fist full of papers and try to explain all of the details of
our many distributions and show how the departmental budgets
flowed into each other to form the final figure representing standard cost of goods sold. We finally struck upon the idea of lining
the entire budget up on one sheet in an orderly fashion with lines
drawn to indicate the flow of expenses between expense —semiproductive and productive departments. The entire story was told
by one picture even to the bases that were used in the distributed
departments and the standard rates per productive unit in the productive departments. Although the margin between budgeted sales
and total expense representing manufacturing profit was greater
than had ever been earned before, the impression this picture gave
was that about all our business consisted of was expenses and we
were immediately besieged for details. Here was exactly the reaction desired and we were gratified that the impulse to present
details first had been restrained.
The same plan of presentation may not work anywhere else but
I think there is a lesson here to study the organization first and
make the job of presentation a thorough one.
EDUCATION
After the standard cost and budget plan has been started there
remains another more important function to perform. If the chief
executive has been sold properly on the plan his interest will re564
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flect itself all down the line and the accountant will be called on
to answer questions by the hundreds. Here is where he should be
painstaking in his thoroughness and should remember that his
plan is beginning to function in a larger way by making real executives out of the foremen. When we faced this problem we were
concerned somewhat as to the best method of approach. Some
thought that the foremen would be reluctant to even attempt to beat
their budget for fear of discrediting their past performance.
Finally we decided to call them in one at a time so that our talk
could be gauged to fit the individual's temperament but all the way
through we assumed the attitude that heretofore they had been
working without tools and had done a mighty fine job but that now
we were providing them with the tools of management and we
wanted to see them show us something. They were informed that
absolutely no information concerning their department would be
withheld, and that we would furnish almost any analyses they
wanted. Arrangements were made to tabulate some of the more
easily controlled items daily and they were urged to use this service. About this time the accounting department begins to learn a
few things also, for when you get a group of foremen interested
in a budget you've got a real honest -to- goodness auditing committee and believe me it certainly keeps the accounting department
on its toes.
INTERPRETATION
If th e foundation, presentation and education jobs have been
well done, the accountant will find a new field beckoning to him.
The really important work is now to be accomplished and right
here is where the cost accountant has the opportunity to develop
into a real business pilot. He should study the comparisons monthly,
analyze them, get behind the scenes and find the reasons for fluctuations and be prepared to interpret them for the executives.
Soon he will find that the executives are leaning heavily upon him
for the vital facts of the business and it seems to me that if he persistently sets up these facts and patiently helps in the education of
all the foremen and heads of departments to know better their respective duties and in turn provides the Chief Executive with data
which enables him, almost at a glance, to know how each and every
department is functioning, then if no other reward should be
forthcoming he at least has benefitted himself by developing into a
genuine executive.
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Depreciation . . . . . . . . .

Average
Mo nthly
Budget

January

Febr uary

Actual Va rian ce Actual
Exp en se Loss * - Ex pe nse
Gain

385.00
32.50

389.80
32.50

4.80*

359.80
32.50

36.18
2,185.00

61.00
3,123.64

24.82*
61.36

62.00
2,962.91

. . .70.00
....
87.50

. . .67.88
....
68.95

. 2.12
....
18.55

82.38
47.18

.......
. . . . 1.68
...

.......
. . . .1.68
...

2.31

2.34

40.53
367.04

42.55
367.04

2.02

Tota l Expense . . . . . . . . . 4,207.74

4,15738

50.36

.....
.03*

.......
. . . .1.66
...
2.34
37.93
367.04
3,955.74

Varian ce Ac tu al Va ria tio n
L o s s * - Ex pe nse Loss * Gain
Gain
25.20

�

A p ril

Ma rc h

Ac tua l Va riatio n
Ex p en se L o s s * Ga in

389.80
32.50

4.80*

377.20
32.50

7.80

25.82*
222.09

53.45
3,111.99

17.27*
73.01

29.74
3,166.96

6.42
18.04

. .12.38*
....
40.32

. . .79.82
.. ..
14.98

. 9.82*
....
72.52

. .188.01
.....
73.59

. 48.01
.....
13.91

.......
. . 1.66

. . 02

......
.03*
2.60
......
252.00

.......
1.66
2.68
41.18
367.04
4,095.10

......
..02
..
.37*
.65
......
112.64

2.44
39.08
367.04
4,208.24

'

.13*
1.45
......
.50*
'

T his Ex p e n se I s Re- distributed Proportiona lly to the Metered Cu rrent a nd Ai r Consumption.
K. W . H o u r s
Distribu ted . . . . . . . . . . 332000
012.7
Cost P e r K . W . H o u r . .

347420
001.96

294616
013.4
Exhi bit No. 1

......

3248 27
012.6

......

3241.36
012.98

NO
� '

O VE R H E AD BUDGET & VAR IAN CE AN AL Y SI S

,2
w

Acc t.
No .

w

&

Ma chine S h o p . . . . . . . . . . Ac c o u n t s. . 8 0 2 . . t o . . 8 0 9 . . I n c .
Depa rtment
Mould
1929 ..........
April
March
February
Average
January
Actual Va riatio n
Va rian ce .-Actual Variation
Mo n th ly
Actual Variance Actual
Ex pe nse L o s s * Loss * - Exp en se L o s s * Ite ms
Expe nse Loss * - Expe nse
Budget
Gain
Gain
Gain
Gain
363.39
1.003.14

38.39*

261.58
1,003.14

186.49
114.04

78.19*
5.99*

160.20
113.40

51.90'
5.35*

89.40
111.66

..158.61
.....

.
....
61.39

63.42
p

22.66*

.

219.72
116.41
17.91

58.08
3.58
4.31*
3.49

.......
35.41

.34

43.93

8.09*

..206.56
.... . ..
....
13.44

..189.16
..... .
....
30.84

191.57

78.27*

97.60

15.70

246 39
118.18
29.27

23.09
6.08*
7.87*

198.95
135.21
25.94
490

24.35
23.11*
4.54*

36.03

.28*
10.00*

....... ......
36.03 .. .28*

.

&

&

&

55.22

18.90
3.61*

&

Direct La bor H o u r s . . . . 9500.00 10784
.27
Cost P e r H o u r . . . . . . . . .
.31
334320
T ota l Ex p . a t Sta nda rd.
.......
Va ria nce
44.52
Expense
...
Vo l u m e -H
o.
u.
r.
s.............. ....... 398.20
............ ....... 442.72
Tota l

...................... .......

10002

16.95
24.59

Ex h i b i t N o . 2

14.62*

45.84

268.78
374.32
3,161.69

4.28*
216.69*

255.05
374.32
2,828.78

......

1070200
264
3317.62

10297

Y,,

308
3192.23

29
3100.78

.......
.......
.......

50.46

24.59
155.78
180.37

.......
.......
.......

216.69*
247.23
30.54

.......
.......
.......

9.45

Z

116.22

,

.........

247.55
374.32
2,920.41
%

g..........

/

v

vi

347.66
1,003.14

&

&

325.00
45.07
Indi rec t La bor
279.93
Foremen
C l e.
r.
k.s...
..
..
. ....1,003.14 1,003.14
Fu el
Po we r
74.53*
182.83
Boiler Hou se
108.30
8.59*
116.64
Power Hou se ........ 108.05
805 De fe c ti v e W or k ........
.... 141.39 78 61
..........
220.00
806 Supplies
...
.....nce.
.... 113.30
65.31
47.99
807 Repa irs ...
Ma
intena
808 Distribu ted Cha rges
218.87
4.43
M fg . Adm ini st ra t ive .. 223.30
133.08 20.98*
Pa yr ol l Offi c e, e tc .. .. . 112.10
30.42
9.02*
21.40
Store room
Rec. ....
Engineering Dept.
tion ...... .......
809 T a xes Ins. Deprecia ....
35.75
35.75
Gro u p Insu ra nce
Pu blic .....
Comp.
35.84
5.29*
41.13
Liab. Ins.
General Bld .........
264.50
277.67
13.17*
E x p e n se
374.32
374.32
Deprecia tion
T ota l Exp en se ......... 2,945.00 2,900.48 44.52
802
803
804

116.22
372.62
488.84
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